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Veetin; Arrandements 

By revio s arrangement AEBBIEF was picked up at the corner of
16 th	 at 1500 10 Feb 195h in a company vehicle. Meeting lasted
until 845 when agent was dronped off in front of his hotel.

Comma

!:ext meeting was set for 1330 11 Feb 1954, agent to be picked up at
the correr of 17th .!t h areete.

The purpose of the meeting was to take AEBRIEF on an apartment hunt-
in: tour. The advisability of having him participate in this and thus allowing
him a degree of choice had beer disclased with C/DOB. It had been agreed
that while telling him to move into an apartment of our choice would help
maintain the existing control atmos phere, it was more desirable to start
immediately facine him with sore of the problems of American life.

The C.O. had screeded a list of apartments a-ivertised in the news-
eapers in the 00 - 90 class. It had been determined previously that agent,
his wife and child had lived in :::alzburg in a one bedroom apartment for
nhich he pnid 2100 schillings or ap-roximately f0.00 U.C. equivalent.

;Is is usual in 4tshington most apartments seen were not as represented
in the ads or in telephone descriptions, and inclusion of essential appoint-
nents was discevered. Agent remarked on this and suested that real estate
offices be contacted or that more details be obtained by telephone. It was
explained to him that real estate firms do.not ordinarily list apartments in
the city iv, our price range and that people will not always give all the
facts or the telenhone. Apart . ents seen were in the neighborhood around
lth St.	 Columbia Road and northeast of this in the 24500-5500 section
of 3rd, 4th and 5th -„reets. No decision was male and it was agreed to
look on the next day bmt agent was informed we would have to make a quick

choice even if only on a one month basis.

Luring the course of the afternoon agent expressed fear of not being
able to afford in apartment at ancroximately •85.00 and suggested that the
way out of this right come from his going to New York. and contacting his
frierds there. 1.0. admitted this as a possibility for the future but

stated firmly that it was not possible right now and would only be considered
as a cermanent solution several months from now.

a:vidence or two commitments mcde to agent by AI F nersonnel in Emrope
aame out and will be further clarified in next meeting. Ore was that
Ty :ssa:ze to the U.S. hrd been promised as a type of bonus for the work he
nerformed. Ihe other ties thnt he would haie a job wit the organisation
in the u.n. 3oth of these arose in e conversation about his fUture status
ati were discomnted by the 1.0.
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